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About  Course 

Besant Technologies offering the one of the topmost certification course that is Nagios Certification 

Online Training Course. Our institute always tries to teach you from basics to advanced topics such as 

Introduction to Nagios, Configuration, and Installation of Nagios, User and Server Management, 

Management of the Nagios Server, Monitoring Systems, More Nagios core Features, V-shell details, 

Course conclusions, Passive checks, and host management. 

Course Syllabus 

Section I- Introduction and Installation                                

Learning Objective: 

➢ Understand and appreciate Nagios as a Continuous Monitoring tool. 

Topics:  

➢ What is Continous Monitoring? 

➢ Need for Continuous Monitoring Tools 

➢ Overview of Nagios 

➢ Install Nagios 

➢ Use cases and features 

Hands-On:  

➢ Installation and setup maven based project 

Section II- Architecture and NRPE                                                   

Learning Objective:  

➢ Understand Nagios architecture and add a remote server to Nagios. 

Topics:  

➢ Nagios Architecture 

➢ NRPE plugin 
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➢ Add a remote server using NRPE 

Hands-On:  

➢ Install NRPE on a remote server to monitor using a Nagios web interface 

Section-III – Create a final project                                                   

Learning Objective: 

➢ All the above-discussed topics will be implemented to create and maintain a server using Nagios 

Topics:  

➢ Deploy a simple web application on a server 

➢ Add NRPE to monitor using the server 

➢ perform URL monitoring, HTTPS status, content monitoring, hijack detection, etc 

Hands-On:  

➢ Deploy a simple web-based application on a server and monitor the same using Nagios 

Reviews 

Review 1: 

I would like to highlight a few points about my association with Besant Technologies. The faculty 

members out here are super supportive. They make you understand a concept till they are convinced 

you have gotten a good grip over it. The second upside is definitely the amount of friendliness in their 

approach. I and my fellow mates always felt welcome whenever we had doubts. Thirdly, Besant offers 

extra support to students with a weaker understanding of the field of IT.  

Review 2: 

When I joined Besant Technologies, I didn’t really expect a lot from it, to be extremely honest. But as 

time went by, I realised I got from Besant Technologies exactly what I wanted- a healthy environment 

for learning. Cordial teachers and their valuable lectures make understanding things so much easy. I 

thank Besant for having been so supportive throughout the course.  


